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About This Game

You are a robot in an office building. You have to eat furniture and not get caught. A mysterious story unfolds.

Not The Robots is this year’s most exciting Roguelike Stealth Furniture Eating Simulator. It’s a game with random levels,
permadeath, and the goal of eating furniture - which is also your stealth cover.

A seven-building Campaign Mode of increasingly brutal (and fully procedural) levels

Fearsome machine-gun-equipped patrolling guards to avoid and trick

Spotlights, lasers, bombs, and other traps to sidestep

Tons of crafty gadgets to master

Contains an unlockable sequel to "You Find Yourself In A Room," a previous game from 2DArray

Short/medium/long game modes for play sessions of any size

Mysterious and fully-voiced storyline to gradually explain the game's strange setting
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Controller support

The year's most exciting furniture-eating stealth game!

About 2DArray

2DArray is previously known for web game hits like Company of Myself, Fixation, Fisher-Diver, and Spewer. This is their first
commercial game, supported by tinyBuild GAMES.

Follow @2DArray

About tinyBuild GAMES

tinyBuild GAMES is an indie game development and publishing company. No Time To Explain is their first game. It came out
of a successful Kickstarter and Greenlight adventure. They're currently working on a bunch of games:

 Co-developing SpeedRunners -- currently in Early Access on Steam

 Working with 3rd party devs on games like Not the Robots (live on Steam)

 Preparing to release Fearless Fantasy and other unannounced titles

 Unannounced super-secret in-house game

Follow @tinyBuild
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A serius dissapointment, I felt like I was playing a facebook game the whole time, I dont know if it gets better later in the game,
but I lost interest before I got that far.
Nothing in this game was interesting or new.. loaded demo to see how it played . Ther demo said it recognized my Thrust master
wheel TX , but it did not work at all. I wonder how bad the actual game is if I had paid money for it !!!!!!
don't recommend it .
. If you enjoyed any of the Bud Spencer & Terrence Hill movies this game is for you. From the Music, to the gameplay, to the
"well written dialogs" it feels like their movies. It runs smoothly on Win10 and plays superb with the xbox controller!

I got it as a christmas gift, and my wife had a hard time getting me to put it aside ;). That sound u hear when a cloaker comes at
you. LMGs are pre good and melee weps. Also more masks. Horrible...save your money and buy anything eles!!! This game is a
visual nightmare in the making, too bad as the storyline had such promise. What you see is so little as the graphic are set like
veiled imagery. So when the "find the clues" timmer runs out, it resets the game. Sorry sucker, try again!. this game, its stressful,
relaxing, fun, annoying all in one, but i love playing with crayons~ :D hehe. This game is pretty alright. I have enjoyed it.
It is HARD though, really hard, but i think that is what makes it fun.
It is very suspense-full and intense (as far as typing and reading data sheets are)
I reccommend this if you are into typing games or casual games.
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I think i like this game but if you dont mind to give a choice with control;I play games using mouse than keyboard,mostly when
I finds out that the game has no option in control,which means either keyboard or mouse,I ask for refunds,please have that
option for us gamers,I understand that some likes keyboard and others are like me using mouse;this game also would be nice if
its also in other game system like 3DS or ps system.
I cannot say anything about the game yet since when I started,i had trouble with movement,I will give more when I play it again.
Thank you. Awsome game. The thing is finally working. I have to say that I'm impressed! There are more slots to put things in,
such as neck slots, arm slots, and such forth.

Sadly this doesn't apply to all the other outfits, there are no updates for them. However, I recomend this, because you're
definetly gonna need it to save time with positioning. You'll be using these quite a lot.

I sincerely hope that the english branch of Comipo steps their game up and starts getting us english users up to date with the
Japanese users. I understand that the native branch comes first but around 2 years of missed content is getting just a bit
ridiculous.... the fastest modeling tool ever. I have cad diagrams and wanted to experience those plans in VR by recreating them
with TrueScale in VR. For this purpose this app is unusable, frustrating and a complete waste of time. Potentially I could,
maybe, have used this if I didn't care about dimensions, scale, and just wanted to play around before any actual design is agreed
upon, but if you want to experience an existing 2d design in VR then this is not it.

This is just a difficult to use uncooperative mess which is better to be avoided.. Great Soundtrack, nice gameplay - gets you busy
for about 3-6h in one playthrough. Not much but really nice considering the feeling you get while playing it.
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